
New Year’s Day Sale
Tuesday, January 1
10:00 AM to 2:00 PM

Start things off right by joining us at MGRB for our store-wide 
sale! Coupons are required to participate and are honored for 
in-store sales only. We hope our new RB friends will enjoy this 
sale as much as our SD customers have for the past 15 years.

Earlene Fowler
Signs The Road to Cardinal Valley
Friday, January 4, 7:30 PM

Our 2013 events kick off with a visit from Earlene Fowler and 
an update on events in Cardinal, CA. Find out what happened 
to Ruby, Lucas, Birch, and the rest of the folks Earlene 
introduced in The Saddlemaker’s Wife in The Road to Cardinal 
Valley. Earlene will give attendees an update on future plans 
for Benni Harper and the citizens of San Celina as well.

Lee Goldberg
Signs Mr. Monk Gets Even
Saturday, January 5, 2:30 PM

Lee Goldberg published his first book, 
.357 Vigilante, while he was still a 
student at UCLA. He published under the 
pen name Ian Ludlow, with the nefarious 
intentions of getting his books shelved 
next to Robert Ludlum. Sneaky! Lee’s list 
of writing credits crosses from television 

to novels and back again. Mr. Monk Gets Even is the fifteenth 
and final novel written by Lee about the USA television 
network obsessive compulsive genius detective; Lee also 
wrote several episodes of the show. 

Writing Workshop (Limited Registration)
With Jennie Nash and Lisa Cron 
Sunday, January 13

Make 2013 the year you finally write a book! On January 
2013, Mysterious Galaxy will be hosting an intensive day-long 
project-planning workshop from two teaching pros who will 
help you create a roadmap for your novel. The time you spend 
planning your book in this way is guaranteed to save you time 
and heartbreak, and you’ll have the joy of working with an 

intimate group of like-minded writers who are all intent on 
reaching the same goal. This workshop is the perfect way for 
you to kick-start a resolution you’ve always wanted to keep, 
and it makes a unique and thoughtful gift for any writer in your 
life. Only ten spots available so act by Saturday, January 5. 
Visit our website or pick up a flyer for details.

Jami Attenberg
Signs The Middlesteins
Sunday, January 13, Noon

Join us for a relaxing Sunday lunch at the Catalina Coffee & 
Café with Jami Attenberg. She will share her thoughts on 
family, life in Chicago, and her latest book, The Middlesteins, 
which appeared on many of the 2012 Best Book lists. From 
rebellious teenagers to mid-life crises to family drama, the 
Middlesteins reveal the poignant parts of life as well as the 
day-to-day family routines. Edie, the matriarch of this family, 
is literally eating herself to death. Her husband has left her in 
the middle of her health crisis and the entire family (and 
community) has an opinion about all of it. 

Rebel Readers
Reading Opal
Saturday, January 19, noon

Join our Rebel Readers Book group as we discuss the Daemon 
Invasion and Opal, the latest Lux novel by bestselling author 
Jennifer Armentrout. Bring your appetites and your questions 
as we eat pizza and Fearless Leader Stacee leads a discussion 
of young love and alien invasions! Rebel Readers get 20% off 
of this month’s book group selection.

Greg Van Eekhout & Cindy Pon
Sign Diverse Energies
Saturday, January 19, 2:30 PM

The young adult anthology Diverse 
Energies collects the works of 11 
speculative fiction authors who have all 
created dystopian futures which 
recognize and celebrate diversity, even 
in worlds where it can be difficult to 
distinguish heroes from villains. 
Contributors Greg Van Eekhout and 
Cindy Pon will discuss defining dystopia, world-building, 
and the significance of their short story settings in the 
collection, as well as updating fans on their individual 
works in progress.

James Blaylock
Signs The Aylesford Skull
Sunday, January 20, 2:30 PM

Award-winning fantasy author James P. 
Blaylock is one of the founding fathers of 
modern steampunk. The Aylesford Skull 
chronicles the latest adventure in the long 
and often obscure life of Langdon St. 
Ives — Victorian scientist and adventurer, 
respected member of the Explorers Club, 
consultant to scientific luminaries, and secret, unheralded 
savior of humankind — as he encounters pirates, grave 
robbers, and an old nemesis. Homunculus and Lord Kelvin’s 
Machine will be reissued later in 2013, for readers who missed 
the initial appearances of St. Ives. 

Stephen Hunter
Signs The Third Bullet
Thursday, January 24, 7:30 PM

MGRB is thrilled to be the only CA stop for Pulitzer Prize-
winning film critic and novelist Stephen Hunter and his new 
Bob Lee Swagger novel, The Third Bullet. Swagger is asked to 
look into the death of a novelist whose research into John F. 
Kennedy’s assassination turned up evidence of a possible 
additional shooter in the Texas Book Depository. Can master 
sniper Swagger (Point of Impact, etc.) decipher the truth 
among the near-mythical conspiracy theories that surround the 
events of 11/22/1963, and the mysteries of the third bullet?

Marie Lu
Launch Party for Prodigy
Tuesday, January 29, 7:30 PM

Marie Lu’s Legend was one of our favorite books in any genre 
when it was released in late 2011, as well as making numerous 
best lists across the world. Readers met Republic military 
prodigy June, and proclaimed criminal Day and their families, 
and were introduced to the grimly different future vision of the 
western United States. Prodigy continues June and Day’s story, 
as they leave the familiar but hostile world of the Republic for 
enemy territory controlled by the Patriots in Las Vegas. See 
Maryelizabeth’s review at the bottom of this page.

Looking Ahead in RB in 2013: 
Robert Crais – February 1; Stephen Blackmoore – February 5; 
Avery Aames – February 9; Deborah Crombie – February 21 – 
and much more on the horizon!

Loyalty Loot Launches!

We are revamping our Loyalty League and you are going to love it! Beginning on your first visit in January 2013, we will keep track of your 
purchases throughout the year. In November each year, all Loyalty League members will receive 10% of the year’s purchases back in 
Loyalty Loot – our special Loyalty League gift certificates. There is no longer a qualifying amount, and you have the option of keeping the 

gift certificates for yourself or sharing them as a gift. And there is no expiration date! The best part – our Loyalty League is still completely free! No member-
ship fees in this galaxy.  Ask any of our booksellers in San Diego and Redondo Beach for more information.
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Cross-genre
City of Dark Magic by Magnus Flyte

 A deliriously twisted tale of sex, drugs, and Beethoven that blends history, music, and alchemy 
with just a pinch of snark. There are so many elements that it’s difficult to attempt a synopsis, 
other than to say that Boston music student Sarah Weston has no idea what secrets a castle in 
Prague can hold when she accepts a job there. A fine novel playing with Clarke’s third law that 
reminded me of the show “Pushing Daisies,” and its hyper-exaggerated, larger-than-life scenarios 
that made sense within its own world. – Maryelizabeth 
Penguin trade paper original, $16.00.

Dead Mann Walking by Stefan Petrucha
Reading the introduction to this book, I thought “Yeah, another zombie novel. Ho, hum.” Much 

to my delight, Petrucha’s novel about zombie P.I. Hessius Mann is a great noir thriller, putting life 
back into the undead. Mann is convicted of his wife’s murder and sentenced to die. Die he does. 
When suppressed evidence is revealed and his conviction is overturned, the miracle of modern 
science allows Mann to be raised from the dead. But modern science is far from perfect. 
Depending on many factors, including how long a person has been dead, cause of death and 
trauma to the body, a zombie’s capabilities upon returning to “life” have certain limitations. They 
eventually run out of gas and go feral. The human population can be rather unsympathetic to the 
zombie’s plight. When Mann is hired to locate a lower-functioning zombie who is heir to a large 
fortune, the whole idea of “zombie rights” rears its ugly undead head. With this provocative idea 
in mind, Petrucha brings to life a unique blend of horror, thrills, intrigue and danger to Dead 
Mann Walking. I can truthfully say that this is indeed my favorite zombie P.I. novel. – Linda
Both Dead Mann Walking and the sequel Dead Mann Running are Roc paperbacks,  
$7.99 each.

Horror
Terminal Island by Walter Greatshell

When I first heard about Terminal Island, a horror novel set on Catalina Island, I was jumping 
at the chance to read it. Written by former Torrance-dweller Walter Greatshell, Terminal Island is 
a disturbing read, especially when you’ve visited Catalina. While my experience was pretty 
horrific, it was more due to sun poisoning than a sacrificial cult (wear sunscreen, kids!). Henry, a 
former Catalina resident and veteran whose career was sidelined by a terrible car accident, returns 
to the island to track down his mother, who has ceased all communication. Haunted by terrible 
memories, Henry’s world begins to unravel as we question whether these events are really 
happening, or are the result of a man who is losing his mind. Greatshell is also the author of the 
Xombies series.—Jaclyn
Night Shade Books trade paper original, $14.99. 

Young Adult
Prodigy: A Legend Novel by Marie Lu

Sweethearts June and Day were together and on the run from future Los 
Angeles at the end of Legend, following devastating circumstances that 
impacted their families and their understanding of the world they lived in. 
Prodigy begins a little more than a week later, as they make their escape as 
fugitives into what they hope will be a brighter, better world. In a dystopian 
future United States adversaries and allies will provide challenges not only to 
their well-being, but also to the one thing they think they can count on – their 
relationship. So excited to have their story continue! Meet Marie at her 
Launch Party in MGRB on January 29! – Maryelizabeth
Putnam, $17.99


